The baseline detector option for the first layer of the SuperB Silicon Vertex Tracker (SVT) is a high resistivity double-sided silicon device with short strips (striplets) at 451 angle to the detector's edge. A prototype was tested with a 120 GeV/c pion beam in September 2011 at the SPS-H6 test-beam line at CERN. In this paper studies on efficiency, resolution and cluster size are reported.
Introduction
The SuperB factory [1] is expected to deliver luminosity in excess of 10 36 cm À2 s À1 using a new beam steering technique that implies a reduced center-of-mass boost with respect to previous B-Factories (PEP-II [2] and KEKB [3] ). This forces the SuperB detector to improve on typical vertex resolution. In order to achieve precise measurements near the interaction point, the SuperB Silicon Vertex Tracker (SVT) [4] will need a first layer very close to the beam pipe (Layer0). The requirements for the Layer0 will therefore be very stringent in terms of granularity, readout speed, material budget and radiation tolerance. Several options have been considered and in the most conservative one the Layer0 will be based on high resistivity sensors, with a thin silicon substrate and short double-sided strips. Furthermore, due to the device geometry, charged particles will have very high incident angles with the detector. A good spatial resolution at angles up to 701 is an additional requirement.
Beam test setup
In September 2011 the SuperB collaboration tested low material budget silicon devices with the 120 GeV/c pions SPS-H6 testbeam line at CERN. The Detectors Under Test (DUTs) were placed inside a high-resolution and fast-readout beam telescope.
The DUT is a device developed by the SLIM5 Collaboration [5] .
It is a high resistivity double-sided silicon detector, 200 mm thick, with 27 Â 12.9 mm 2 active area, implemented with orthogonal short strips (striplets), 50 mm pitch, tilted by 451 to the detector's edge [6] . Up to two DUTs can be hosted and tested at the same time when they are situated orthogonally to the beam line. They can also be moved and rotated thanks to a motorized table equipped with a remote control, but in this case only one device can be tested (Fig. 1) . Two sets of thresholds are used. The first threshold (hit-no hit) is set to about 30% of the charge deposition of a minimum ionizing particle (MIP) for normal incidence in 200 mm Silicon, corresponding to 20 ADC counts, and it is compared to the lowest one set to about 20% MIP, corresponding to 15 ADC counts. To check the performance at different angles of incidence several angular scans are carried out up to 701 with respect to beam axis. For all the collected runs, single side efficiency, clusters size and resolution are studied.
The telescope is composed of six modules 300 mm thick double-sided silicon strip detector with orthogonal strips. Three planes are placed before the DUTs and three after them. Each module consists of 384 channels per side, with an active area of 19 Â 19 mm 2 . The strips are characterized by 25 mm pitch on p-side, with 50 mm readout, 50 mm pitch on n-side with a capacity of 4.3 pF. Telescope data are used to trigger good events and to find the impact point of tracks at the DUTs. By means of the telescope information the beam spot at DUT is reconstructed and horizontal and vertical widths of about 8 and 4 mm respectively are measured (Fig. 2) .
Both the telescope strips and the striplets are read out by the FSSR2 Chip [7] , completely data-driven. Each chip reads 128 strips with a digital output providing address, time stamp and three bit on pulse height. The readout clock operated at $ 20 MHz allows a max data transmission rate of 240 Mbit/s over six lines.
Event selection and alignment
At least one hit on four telescope modules, two before and two after DUTs, is required to trigger an event. Moreover, one hit or more on each telescope module are required by track reconstruction algorithm. The tracking method consist in building a road using the first and the last hits, in z increasing order (where z is the beam line axis), and requiring the four remaining hits to be less than 0.2 mm from the road. If this requirement is fulfilled least square method is used to extract track parameters. Only tracks with w 2 probability more than 10% are accepted. Events with more than one track as well as events with tracks hitting inactive or hot strips and their closest channels are excluded from this analysis.
The first step of the analysis is the detectors alignment. It is an iterative process in which only events with only one track fulfilling w 2 requirement are taken into account. Residuals both for telescope and DUTs space points are computed in the strip directions (x and y for telescope, u and v for DUTs, where u and v are orthogonal and in the striplets direction) and minimized via translations and rotations of the detectors. Typically, root mean square (RMS) values of DUT residual distributions at 01 after detector alignment are of the order of 15ð16Þ mm at low (high) threshold. The minimum residuals are at 151 (Fig. 4) and they increase drastically with the angle of incidence.
Due to the pions energy and the small thickness of the detectors the multiple scattering is negligible with respect to residuals and is not considered here.
Analysis and results
The efficiency is defined as the percentage of events reconstructed by the DUT which are less than eight times the RMS to the detected track, corresponding to about 112 mm. For geometrical reason the distance projected on the DUT plane increases with the angle of incidence y. To take this effect into account the cut is scaled by the factor cos y. The values obtained for the angular scan up to 701 are better than 99.6% for lower threshold and 99.2% for the higher. Due to the huge amount of data the statistical error is negligible whereas the systematic uncertainty, estimated from different runs with the same settings, is of the order of 0.1%.
A study on the size of clusters has also been performed. Ionization charges released by pions passing through the silicon device are usually collected by more than one striplet channel. The group of channels is a cluster, the weighted mean of strip positions and collected charges gives the hit coordinates. The number of striplets making a cluster (cluster size) increases with the angle of incidence, as expected by geometrical considerations. It is close to expectations at low threshold, as reported in Fig. 3 , without significant increase due to noise. At high threshold the measured cluster size is far from the expected value. The lack of channels is due to the drop of charge collected by the single striplets because the charge is shared among more striplets and the probability for each of them to be above thresholds is lower. As a consequence, a percentage of the clusters are not completely reconstructed and their size results reduced. Increasing the threshold this effect is more evident.
The first estimate of resolution is taken from fit of residuals (Fig. 4) . In Table 1 the RMSs of the residual histograms are reported for u and v sides, lower and higher thresholds and up to 701. 
Conclusions
The low material budget prototype is tested with 120 GeV/c pions using different thresholds setting and for different incident track angles. Efficiency is studied as a function of both the threshold and the angle of incidence of the impinging pions. Both for lower and higher thresholds an efficiency better than 99% is measured up to 701. Results from different runs are consistent within 0.1%. These results are in good agreement with the previous ones obtained during 2009 beam test campaign performed at CERN-PS [6] where high threshold and 12 Gev/c pions were used. The cluster size is consistent with expectations considering reconstruction algorithm suffers from loss of channels under threshold for tracks with a large angle of incidence. The evaluation of resolution carried out using residuals RMS gives values better than 23 mm up to 451.
